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ABSTRACT 
The past decades of most industrial machines were replaced by the use of improved machines like Computerized Numerical 

Controlled (CNC) machines and proved to be sturdy, robust and economical for precision components manufacturing operations. 

Though the CNC has been improved a lot since its introduction but lacks in some of the aspects of control and artificial intelligence 

requirements because of the manufacturers are few and the technology rarely discussed or deliberated upon. This paper reviews 

and proposes the latest adaptive control system research trends and futuristic requirements for the CNC machines to be more 

adaptive than the present condition to have assertive levels of quality and productivity. This paper also proposes a new frame 

work for adaptive methodology for the CNC machines to be more agile and robust. By adopting which the process control variables 

such as depth of cut, feed rate, and cutting speed could be tapped form the adaptive system than being specified by the part 

programmer, who actually depends more on the operator’s manual or by trial and error methods of fixing the optimal conditions. 

This conservative parameter setting method lacks scientific correctness for optimality values for controlling the process thereby 

reducing the efficiency of the machine capability. 

 

KEYWORDS:   
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Control systems of computerized numerically controlled (CNC) machines from NC’s to humanoid robots 
are striving to have capabilities of adaptive control modules to excel themselves to perform better in challenging 
conditions of non conformities. In early 1940s metal cutting process are carried out with the help of simple plug 
board controllers and copying machines that utilized servos. The servos are incorporated to provide a better 
solution for tracing the follow up and magnifying the same with respect to the desired part considered. In 
subsequent development, it paved way for Numerically Controlled Machine Tools (NC). The NC machines 
were built on vaccum tubes controlled by means of logic circuits, interfaced with hard wired. The control 
parameters were governed by Coded Numerical Information termed as "Numerical Control". With further 
advancement in computer technology, it led to the replacement by Computer Numerically Controlled Machines 
(CNC). The above mentioned drawbacks stimulated the research into automating the control of metal cutting 
process. A control system that automatically select the required values of the process control variables based on 
on-line measurement are referred to as "Adaptive Control" [1][2]. 

 
Literature Review : 

The metal cutting process control for milling at Bendix under a US Air Force Contract 1962-1964 was the 
first of its kind [3][4] designed for on-line maximization of economic index of performance for determining the 
values for feed rate and spindle speed. The determination of the above required values was computed by 
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measuring the cutting torque, tool temperature and its vibration. The fig. 1 proposed by bendix system for 
adaptive controlling of CNC machines  shows the block diagram of the system where sensors are incorporated 
to provide feedback loop on all the factors considered to control the positional errors and the dimensional errors. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Bendix system for adaptive controls for NC machines  

 
Tool Wear Estimation: 

Tool flank wear and crater wear is usually associated with accelerated wear during the initial and at the end 
of the tool life. The pattern of wear between the above two stages seems to be a linear wear. On the other hand, 
the crater wear is characterized exponentially with respect to time in increasing order.  The contribution of these 
two wear depends upon the cutting parameter conditions. Direct sensing methods are not viable to measure the 
intensity of the tool wear while the cutting process in on and hence the indirect methods of measurement are 
carried out to monitor the same. Some of them are measurement of force, motor current, tool vibration, acoustic 
emissions etc., [6][7]. The major drawback of the above methods lies in the complexity involved in extracting 
the effect of wear from the measurement signal which contains effects of extra factors other than wear. In order 
to refine the same methods like statistical techniques [8] are performed which provides good results under 
steady cutting conditions. But when the cutting conditions includes variations the degree of complexity 
increases in the task of separating the wear form the external factors. Koren [11] proposed a model for thermally 
and mechanically activated mechanisms for flank side of the tool based on process model of tool wear [9] [10]. 
The above proposed model when applied for the crater wear found to be more complex [12]. Combining the 
above two proposed model a state-variable description of tool wear in turning operation was proposed by Danai 
& Ulsoy [13] and provided state-estimation model. The proposed state-estimated model was formulated in three 
nonlinear equations and a corresponding output equation containing coefficients and exponents. The limitation 
of the above model was exposed in the form of deviations in the ouput due to the lack of accuracy in the 
generated coefficients and exponents. To overcome this limitation Danai & Ulsoy [14] formulated adaptive 
observer design to provide simultaneous parameter and state estimation. 
 
Adaptive Process Control in Metal Cutting: 

Adaptive Control Systems are classified into the following categories a) Adaptive Control for Optimization 
(ACO) for process and system constraints. b) Adaptive Control with Constraints (ACC) for maximizing the 
machining parameters for process and system constraints. 

c) Geometric Adaptive Control (GAC). The Adaptive Control with Optimization (ACO) maximizes 
performance index which is an economic function related to process and system constraints. The major 
limitation of this type lies in the formulation of realistic performance indices and in measuring variables 
involved in the process. Adaptive Control with Constraints (ACC) ACC maximizes the process machining 
parameters and system constraints. Systems used for Milling, Turning, Drilling are few ACC types. Early AC 
systems incorporated analog and hybrid technologies which initially rejected by the industries due to higher 
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cost. Some of the reasons that act as an obstacle for AC systems are a) Current industrial practice actual 
machining time is about 10-20 percent of the total production time [14]. The above reason validates that even a 
significant reduction in machining time by AC system will have minor impact on total production time. b) Need 
of higher end accurate and reliable on-line measurement sensor [15-19]. c) Need of stable parameter adaptive 
AC system reliable to work over full range of operating conditions [20-27]. 

 
Recent Research: 

Early AC systems incorporated hardware [28][16][29][30-41] which are  primarily used  in Grinding, 
Drilling and Milling Processes [17][18][42-45] providing significant improvement in productivity. But the same 
was associated with practical problems relevant to industrial users [49-50][17] most precisely to reliability 
associated with sensors [16-17][29][19][24][30]. Colwell and his colleagues pointed out on the lack of basic 
understanding of the cutting process itself [42]. Later on, Mathematical model was developed for optimizing 
machining parameters by defining an economic performance index [42-44]. AC systems proposed and tested 
includes dimensional correction loops based on finished parts inspection [45][46], systems for controlling tool 
wear rate[15][40-43], system for minimizing tool-work piece impact [25][40][47], system for detecting and 
correcting for chatter [31-32][34][48]. AC applications in drilling and milling were successfully applied by 
means of ACC [49][50][17][18] and for grinding by ACO [18][42]. For CNC drilling and milling the 
implementation of ACC requires only torque or cutting force sensors along with additional software. The 
availability and reliability of low cost microprocessor [46] and advances in sensing technology in recent years 
[19][51] has made the system more attractive. Still the integration of CNC with adaptive system faced 
drawbacks and the major one is the performance and stability. The reason for the same is due to the fact that the 
cutting process is a part of the control loop and slight variations in the process parameters can lead to poor 
performance and even instability [20-25]. The above fact led to the provision for incorporating the feedback 
mode to increase the reliability of the system. 

 
Feedback Systems: 

Feedback Control Systems are provided to eliminate the effect of external disturbances acting on the 
controlled system or process. "Adaptive Control" refers to a system that eliminates the effect of changes in the 
controlled system itself in addition to the effects of external disturbances acting on the system. Mathias [27] 
described AC system with automatic gain control. Gieseke [26] proposed an AC system with a PI controller. 
Weck [24] used an AC system that incorporates digital logic to switch the controller gain based on the operating 
conditions. Stute [22][23] proposed two alternative schemes for controller gain adjustments. First scheme was 
based on the cutting process model to eliminate the process gain and adjust controller (Fig 1). The second 
scheme used a digital PID algorithm whose gains are a function of the manipulated variable, the feedrate. 
Masory & Koren [20][21] developed a variable gain AC system for turning based on cutting force measurement 
and manipulation of the feedrate. Further, they studies theoretically and experimentally and finally verified the 
feasibility of the system. 

 
3.2 Adaptive Model Following Control System (AMFC): 

Galip & Koren [52] proposed AFMC which uses a reference model to specify the desired closed loop 
system characteristics [53][54] instead of explicit parameter estimation. Moreover, research has been carried out 
to maximize the MMR under constraints like maximizing allowable cutting force, maximum tool deflection, 
available machine power [54-56]. In the above cases the cutting forces were measured either directly [54] using 
transducers or indirectly by monitoring variations in the current flow [56] and by monitoring spindle drives 
[57][60].  Two Milling intelligent adaptive controllers [61] were proposed. The first method an  ACO,  based on 
neural network and genetic algorithm for online modeling of the milling process was developed. The second 
method, ACC was based on a simplified back propagation algorithm and expert learning system [61]. The 
application of neural network is to enhance AC system performance through two approaches - the on-line 
modeling of the intended process and the determination of the optimal parameters that maximize the metal 
removal rate [63][67]. Kee [62] proposed an AC system for multi-pass rough turning through constrained 
optimization strategies. Orably S.E et al. [65] proposed a control system consisting of interactive time-varying 
mathematical model. The mathematical model developed was to build software having the ability to provide the 
objective functions by interrelating multi functional cutting parameters and their outputs. This developed feature 
can be linked to a conventional AC system to maximize the objective set. Rubio et al. [66] proposed an 
intelligent discrete control to a milling system to minimize malfunctions in the process. Vasile Marinescu et al. 
[67] proposed method to compensate dimensional deviations and provided the dimensional verifications and 
dimensional control processes integration. The work proposed was based on the decomposing of the tool path in 
batch samples. The processing of the data provided by geometric monitoring was executed by two algorithms 
namely adaptive-predictive algorithm and adaptive-optimal algorithm. 
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3.3 Adaptive Force Controller: 
C L Hwang [68] proposed an adaptive turning force controller with feed rate as the constraint. The work 

incorporates tool force sensors for measuring cutting force, analog to digital convertor for receiving the output 
from the tool force sensors, interface card for actuating the stepper motor for tool carriage movement. The above 
work provided the following inferences: a) Cutting force can quickly converge to a reference cutting force after 
the cutting edge is changed. 

b) The variance of the cutting force response of a closed loop system is smaller than that in an open loop. c) 
The quantity of change in the cutting force is smaller than that in the cutting depth. Tae-Yong Kim & Jongwon 
Kim [70] proposed an adaptive cutting force controller for milling operation apt for most commercial CNC 
machining centers. In the proposed work an indirect cutting force measuring system using a.c servo drive 
current sensing is developed without using a tool dynamometer. The dynamic characteristics of the current 
feedback loop of the feed drive system controls the bandwidth of the current sensing system, thereby providing 
an indirect cutting force measurement. Denkena B & Floter F [72] proposed a re-contouring process chain 
consisting of noncontact geometry identification, process simulation, NC path planning and force controlled 
milling. This proposed work includes the usage of magnetic guided spindle slide, higher dynamics and precise 
tracking. The estimation of parameters, actuators models and process involved are described by a recursive least 
square algorithm. To ensure higher surface quality at unknown cutting forces the author developed an adaptive 
force control for the milling process. 

 
3.4 Integrated Planning for Precision Machining of Complex Surfaces: 

Cutting-path-adaptive-feed rate strategy and control surface strategy are the two different strategies 
proposed for planning. In the former type, time taken for machining is reduced by cutting along low-force-low 
error machining directions and by maximizing feed rates. In the latter type, machining errors are reduced by 
using a compensated control surface based on predicted errors related to machining. E E Ming Lim & Chia-
Hsiang Menq [69] proposed cutting-path-adaptive-feed rate strategy for improving the sculptured surface 
machining productivity when subjected to both force and dimensional constraints. In addition, a new machining 
planning aid referred as maximum feed rate map was proposed by the above authors considering both force and 
dimensional constraints. Min-Yang Yang & Taik-Min Lee [71] proposed a hybrid adaptive control algorithm 
for controlling the feed rate to regulate the spindle current. To achieve these experiments were conducted on 
step end milling to examine the variations of steady state spindle current, time constant and time delay. The 
developed hybrid adaptive control system composed of adjustable feedback control, peak current reduction by 
entry feedback control. The time constant and time delay are maintained even in various cutting conditions. 
Lakovou E et al. [73] proposed optimization of the economics of machining by determining the optimal cutting 
speed and tool replacement policy. The major parameter for accomplishing this is to build tool life equation 
linking with the cutting speed. The above paper addresses the optimization process in the framework of an 
adaptive control policy. Replacement times in one production run are used to estimate the mean-time-to-failure 
of tool which in turn is used to generate regression model to update estimators of the tool life parameters. By 
using the estimated cutting speed, preventive replacement policy are determined for next run. 
 
3.5 Adaptive techniques to improving surface finish: 

Athulan Vijayaraghavan Aaron M. Hoover et al. [74] proposed the work for improving the quality and 
decreasing the time required to machine free-form surfaces. Two methods are taken up for improving the 
surface finish of parts with ball-nose end mill. In the first method, optimal orientation angle for the workpiece 
relative to the machining axis were determined. In the second method, improvement was brought in by 
adaptively varying the step-size using rater tool paths. This so called adaptive variation was controlled by user 
defined finish improvement factor. These methods were implemented using an analytical model of the 
workpiece surface finish based on the mean scallop height of the machined surface. Mou J & C R Liu [75] 
proposed adaptive methodology for machine tool error correction by developing a generalized error model that 
could be used to adjust the depth of cut on the finish pass or respond to the probing data for on machine 
inspection in order to improve the accuracy of the workpiece. This generalized error model was derived by 
considering the rigid body kinematics for describing the error motion between cutting tool and workpiece. 
Thermally induced errors are monitored by process-intermittent gauging and state observation techniques. The 
above two mentioned factors are integrated to monitor the thermally induced errors. Srinivasa Prasad B et al. 
[76] proposed an adaptive control constraint system for CNC turning based on feedback control and self-tuning 
control. In an adaptive controlled system, the signals from the online measurement are processed and fed back to 
the machine tool controller for necessary adjustment of cutting parameters. The machining operation stops once 
the value crosses threshold values. The outcome of the proposed work deals with the reliable adaptive control of 
the cutting parameters and to maintain the displacement and tool flank wear under constraint valves for a set of 
workpiece and tool as per ISO standards. Pau-Lo Hsu & Wei-Ru Fann [77] proposed a parameter-adaptive 
control for cutting system by varying the table feed rate allowing a constant cutting force under varying cutting 
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conditions. This work describes an adaptive fuzzy logic control based on on-line scaling factors for varying 
cutting parameters. Moreover, a self learning algorithm was proposed by the author to formulate better cutting 
performance with respect to fuzzy logic control rule base algorithm. In GAC, surface errors are usually 
predicted from the cutting force as it has a very close relationship and the measurement of the same is very easy. 
Therefore, a very close and in depth knowledge of cutting depth plays a vital role in bringing out the best 
relation to predict the surface errors. Jong-Geun Choi & Min-Yang Yang [78] proposed an algorithm for 
estimation of the cutting depths based on the pattern of the cutting force. In this proposed work the cutting force 
pattern is taken as it reflects much better than the magnitude of the cutting force. The magnitude of the cutting 
force is always influenced by several other cutting parameters whereas the cutting force pattern is mainly 
affected by the cutting depth. 

 
3.6 Artificial intelligence in adaptive control and fuzzy systems: 

Yamning Liu et al. [79] proposed two intelligent adaptive controllers for milling processes. The first type is 
Intelligent Adaptive controller with Optimization (IACO) based on a neural network and genetic algorithm. In 
this type, a modified back-propagation neural network consisting of a dynamic factor was included and learning 
process module was provided for the online modeling of the milling system. In addition to the above, a modified 
genetic algorithm was developed for the real-time optimal control of the process taken into consideration. The 
second type is an intelligent adaptive controller with constraints (IACC) based on neural network and expert 
rules. This type includes a simplified BP algorithm incorporating expert rules to ensure the reliability and 
stability of the adaptive milling system. This system proved to be having high robustness, global stability and 
also the machining efficiency. Jianbo Yu [80] proposed an effective model for tool wear based on a continuous 
acquisition of multiple sensor signals. The paper is based n an adaptive Gaussian mixture model for quantifying 
tool performance degradation. This system is capable of adaptively learning the dynamic changes of tool 
performance.  The tool performance is quantified by distance measurement between two density distribution and 
normal data. Zuperl U et al. [81] proposed the work by combining the methods of neural networks, fuzzy logic 
and PSO evolutionary strategy in modeling and thereby controlling the process of ball-end milling. This being 
an adaptive control system controls the cutting force and maintains the roughness of the surface by digital 
adaptation of cutting parameters. This work compensates all types disturbances like tool wear, non-homogeneity 
of the workpiece material, vibration etc. The experimental result proved that the machining efficiency of the 
milling system with adaptive controller is 27% higher than for traditional CNC milling system. 

Kanhu Charan Nayak et al. [82] developed a reliable method to predict cutting forces during conventional 
machining of mild steel. This paper is based on an adaptive Neuro-fuzzy interface system to actualize an 
efficient model for prediction of cutting forces in conventional milling. This paper proves confirms the 
efficiency of the developed model in predicting the best output with minimum test errors. Salah Al-Zubaidi et 
al. [83] proposed an adaptive neurofuzzy interference system for predicting the surface roughness in end milling 
Ti6AlV alloy with coated  and uncoated cutting tools in dry cutting conditions. Liang M et al. [84] proposed a 
fuzzy control system for different machining processes. The system incorporates a basic fuzzy logic controller, a 
fuzzy rule base and tuning mechanism to enhance the adaptability of the system. This system requires two input, 
torque error and torque change. The output of the system being the command for feed rate adjustment. The 
purpose of the basic fuzzy logic controller was to generate primary command for feed rate adjustment which 
then modified using an scaling factor to maintain steady-state and transient behavior. 
 
3.7 Adaptive Dimensional Control for CNC’s: 

Vasile Marinescu et al. [85] proposed a system for compensating the dimensional deviations irrespective of 
the sources and to integrate the dimensional verification and dimensional control processes. The decomposing 
criterion includes the error sources such as positioning errors, thermal deformation, mechanical loads, tool wear, 
kinematic errors, dynamic forces etc. The proposed work is based on the decomposing of the tool path based on 
batch samples. Two algorithms for processing of the data namely adaptive-predictive algorithm and adaptive-
optimal algorithm were proposed. Cus F & Zuperl U [86] proposed  a system by combining neural networks, 
fuzzy logic and PSO strategy in modeling and adaptively controlling the end milling operation. The CNC 
milling simulator was worked out by hybrid modeling of cutting process. The overall force control strategy was 
brought in by optimizing the feed rate of-line and then applying the effect of feed rate on-line by adaptively 
controlling the machining processes. The objective of the proposed work was to maintain higher MRR and to 
maintain the cutting force as close as possible to the reference value brought in by adaptive principle. Three 
different approaches were handled in completing the above work: a) External feedback by conventional control 
loop b) Process dynamics - Loop connected with neural network c) Process inverse dynamics.  

 
Literature Findings: 

Literature study results have shown greater areas of research left in grey as they are cumbersome and very 
difficult also needs a collaborative and comprehensive research to understand the problem areas fully. The 
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research of academia is not meeting up with the requirements of industry and the industry requirements are also 
not well understood by the academia. Hence very less possible improvements were incorporated with the 
machines of present day. Adaptive control system will have tremendous advantages to the machining process as 
it controls the input process parameter after every process cycle on a material[1]. Application of adaptive control 
system can be brought into a machining process if the effects of the cutting parameters are well understood. 
Hybrid methods of optimization have been successfully encountered for providing best results in machining 
processes. Real-time monitoring and controlling of machining parameters in a process are the key areas where 
the adaptive machining can be refined in to provide the best solutions. The probability of providing a unique 
system via adaptive machining to govern the machining process within the user defined levels without a human 
monitoring is feasible.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: Proposed Interactive Adaptive Control Module 
 
Fig 2 shows the proposed interactive module for the adaptive control of CNC Machines is under research in 

our laboratory, we propose the module could be adopted in high priority areas of machining operations looking 
for the best possible surface finish and material removal rate. It also provides ample protective measures through 
feedback control systems adapted throughout the proposed methodology. 

 
Scope of Research: 

The team of students along with faculty also visited numerous industries and studies the difficulties faced 
by the people on the job o find out practical difficulties of their machining process. The case study reports reveal 
that the major issues are the fixing up of appropriate input parameter values, which would save the m time by 
producing higher material removal rate, assured levels of surface roughness based on the optimum points of 
input speed, feed and depth of cut, the expectancy of tool life to get best possible output. We understood that the 
operator / planner goes on the recommended settings given by the tool makers manual, but they are not sure 
about the output, hence a detailed integrated study is required for optimization of process parameters to suit to 
small and medium industries. There are possibilities of incorporating ERP solution tools in to the machine 
loading and operation problems to further automate the whole system.   

Detailed literature study on this topic has given a clear insight on the research gaps needed to be researched 
further and solved for betterment of CNC machining processes, especially high-speed CNC machining 
processes. The major control over the force exerted on the cutting point and work piece interface is needed to be 
measured and parameters like depth of cut and feed rate has to be corrected simultaneously according to the 
optimization theories. Spindle speed, feed rate, tool wear rate and depth of cut are being the immediate factors 
affect the performances like surface roughness and material removal rate, hence this area also needs correction 
based on detailed inclusive research. The flow of fluid and cooling rate desired also needed to be optimized 
inside the machine for the quantity of flow rate. The recent development like that of addition of boric acid based 
nanoparticles of up to 1% reduces the roughness of machined surface. The other nano metric materials also 
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needed to be studied in detail before application of the same. The effects of work hardening on the soft and light 
metals due to sudden heating and immediate flush flow cooling are also needed to be deliberated to fix the input 
process parameters.     

 
Conclusion: 

Papers related to adaptive machining are analyzed in detail from 1960s to state of the art scenario, and most 
of the studies and investigations were found to be focused towards unitary solution for simple problems but the 
need of the industry is a holistic solution to the problems of CNC machining processes by the usage of newly 
developed technologies in the information and sensors. The use of ERP solutions for planning and other 
activities may also be incorporated, when a suitable solution technology is provided. Instead of concentrating 
towards the surface roughness, tribology and other behaviors the academia and industry experts should work 
together for a holistic solution based on the proposed approach.   
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